


Activity Resources needed Instructions
Link to resource

learning aims

Time needed

to complete

activity

What makes

a good

friend?

One index card

for each

participant;

container for

collecting cards,

markers; board

and chalk, pens/

pencils

- Explain that relationships with friends are

extremely important. Say that this activity will

focus on relationships with friends, examining

what kind of friend is worth having.

- Have participants write a characteristic or

quality that makes a good friend.

- After a few minutes, collect the index cards and

place them in the container. As you read each

card, list the qualities the participants

identified. Translate long descriptions into one

or two nouns. For example, rewrite “he always

tells me the truth about things” as “honesty,” or

“he never puts me down” as “respect.” If a quality

is repeated, put a check beside it to indicate

that it was identified more than once.

- When you have gone over all the cards and the

list is complete, divide the participants into

small groups of four or five and give them the

following task:

Creates time and

space to explore

what a positive

friendship looks

like.

20-30 min

 Allow young people the opportunity to explore and discuss friendships and gain clarification on what

makes a “positive” relationship. This is the recommended session to use prior to Angels and Demons part 2.
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ACTIVITY
Resources

needed
Instructions

Link to resource learning

aims

Time needed

to complete

activity

- Work together to list five qualities you

want in a close friend.

- Rank the qualities “1” for the most

important and “5” for the least important.

- Allow about 10 minutes then ask each

group to share their choices and rankings.

- Conclude the activity using the

discussion points below.

Discussion Points:

- Was it easy or difficult to decide which

five qualities were most important? Why?

- How did your group decide which quality

was most important? Was there disagreement?

What were some of the other choices in your

group?

- Did males and females choose friends for

different reasons?

- Which qualities are especially difficult

to find in a friend?

- What desirable qualities do you bring to

friendships?

- What qualities would you like to develop

to bring to your friendships?  3



- Use peer relationships fact sheet from appendices.

- Encourage young people to consider what a good friend would be to them and

how they are a good friend to others. This may include encouraging their

friends to get help.

- Try to discourage focus upon “material” friendship (what friends buy them

etc.) and focus upon emotional support.

- Ensure young people know that they only need to share what they are

comfortable sharing with the rest of the group.

- Make space for a little time at the end of the session where young people

are able to speak to you or an assisting member of staff about any concerns

they may have.
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Feeling like you have to do something just because your friends are doing it is also

known as peer influence or peer pressure. Young people are under a lot of pressure

to “fit in”, wear the same clothes as everybody else and do what they are doing.

Positive friendships and relationships should be built on trust and respect. Whether

you want to do the same things as other people or not shouldn’t cause “friends” to

leave you out. If they do then they are not true friends and you are probably best

off without them. This is easy to say and not easy to do most of the time, however

think about what is best for YOU before making any decisions.

 Sometimes it can feel like everybody else is doing things that you may not want to

do, maybe they secretly don’t want to do it either but feel afraid of being left out

if they don’t too. Sometimes, people might say that they do things, but they don’t

really!! For example: The number of young people who say that they have had sex is

far greater than those who have ACTUALLY had sex!! Some people only say they do these

things to impress and to keep in with their group.

Is this possible? The answer is yes, friends can have positive influences on others.

This includes:

- Setting a positive example and helping others to do the same

- Giving positive advice and support, maybe to get help with a problem.

- Encouraging one another to try new activities

- Taking time to talk and listen to one another.
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What can YOU do about it?

If you don’t want to do something your friends are doing, it can be hard to

say no. If they are good friends they should respect your decision and not

make you feel like you have to do something if you don’t want to do.

Negative peer pressure can be in the mind

Sometimes it seems as though we are under pressure from other people to do

something, when really it is in our own minds. Before we judge our friends

we should try to talk to them about not wanting to do what they are doing.

You will find most of the time that your friends accept your decision.

Sometimes making decisions is very difficult, remember, whatever your

decision it is yours to make and the consequences of your decisions are

your responsibility.

With this in mind, consider the following before making your mind up

- Listen to your own feelings – if you feel uncomfortable about a situation

then talk to someone that you trust.

- Plan for possible situations – for example: If you are going to a party

and know that your friends are going to be drinking or smoking cannabis,

plan how you are going to handle this before going to the party so you feel

more confident if this situation arises.
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